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*Volume 3 is now out!*Direct Sequel to The Dragon's Wrath: A Virtual DreamVolume 2, Ashes of
the Fallen takes off exactly where A Virtual Dream left off, with Sigurd thrust right back into the
action as he finds himself in conflict with Goblins, Beasts, and other Players.As the state of the
game progresses and other players become more aggressive, Sigurd is forced to respond.
Dragon's Breach, Allies, Enemies, and even Pets are changing and growing every in-game day!This
is Volume Two of a multi-part series and is not a standalone novel.Volume 1:
.com/dp/B00W2L8VGUVolume 3: .com/dp/B017RBEJY2
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A dark continuation of the Dragon's Wrath series. We follow the protagonist as he continues to grow
his town into something close to a major land grab. Bring in players who harass him because he is a
solo player and we slowly watch as he becomes dark and broody. Although slightly slow in terms of
development (there are a couple chapters where he grinds skills and resources) the payoff is
something to look at. What confuses me at one point is the lack on description with his skills. He
does the lightening attack and melee attacks but for a guy with God powers one would expect him

use more than just a flash step and a glorified taser. I enjoy the character's development as well as
his inability to separate reality from the game.

Great second book of (I hope) a long series to come! This book hit just about every note I want to
see from a LitRPG novel. The characters are very well developed. To the point that you become
seriously attached to them. The world is very well built, though I STRONGLY recommend anyone
interested in this series start from volume one. Book two skips a lot of world building that book one
went over. The plot is... Hmm... "Some Twists" kind of nails this one... You can kind of see most of
the events coming, though some catch you off guard. Honestly, the only gripe I have with the books
isn't really a gripe at all... The Main character is a bit overpowered... If I saw a PC like that on any
game I've ever played, I would seriously be expecting a major nerf to be incoming.

Once in a while I like an angry, slightly crazy MC. this one definitely hit the spot. the Fantasy and
adventure elements are still there, as well as all the other stuff I usualy enjoy with this genre, such
as building up/creating and growth themes. The angst levels are dialed up, though. it's not angst for
angst sake, but real angst. the kind that resonates with RL, and makes you think a little, and
empathize. The contagious kind...the best kind. I like the read. Looking forward to the third book.

This is the 2nd book and you must start with the first. Top 10 fantasy, sword and magic, litrpg books
available. If it didn't have the bad language and sex I would recommend this as required reading for
every school. Non stop action, fun main character and small improvements leaving plenty of room
for more books with more levels. This series will rock your world and raise the bar for readers
everywhere. Aaron in Tokyo

Great read. Someone dies. In a well thought out manner. All the actions in the book follow reason.
Can't count how many litrpg books follow rules that don't make any sense. Worlds set up, where the
main character get a billion unique abilities. Who would play such an imagined game where you can
never equal others. Anyways... Kudos to a believable world with believable actions that follow
reason instead of ease of writing. Only flaw... It's a little short... But I can't tell if that's because it's so
good and well written that I race through.

This fantastic sequel continues the series faithfully to the first with all of the good parts, and omits
the slower parts detailing his injuries and past life that weren't needed as much. It streamlines areas

in the book that would start to get monotonous such as each individual level ding, but still gives a
great sense of achievement with the overall process. This allows the setting to feel like it is getting
harder and harder to distinguish from real life.Overall, this was a very well written book that included
the same characteristics from the first book with some surprises along the way.

This is an excellent sequel to the first novel. It takes up where the last one ended and we see the
character grow and at time knowingly regress. The book has a transition from character growth via
the environment (PvE as the MC says) to an much more intense player versus player (PvP) context.
This is a darker book that the first one, but still quite enjoyable

I had been looking forward to this book since I had read the first one and it did not disappoint I
literally could not put it down. Story is engrossing and action packed and worth the five stars I gave
it. Main character is a true lone wolf and I would like to see him take greater advantage of some of
the friends he has made in game.
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